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Abstract This paper deals with communication protocols between agents and 
between agents and users [3]. It presents a new communication model which is based 
on a careful analysis of speech act theory and on two fundamental principles applied 
to communication: a) communication is considered as a negotiation process and, b) 
communication results in an exchange of  mental states.  

Using this model of communication and the conceptual graph formalism for the 
representational level, we propose a new agent communication language, called CG-
KQML+  which is an extension of the KQML language.  

The paper also shows the use of CG-KQML+ in a MAS called POSTAGE which 
aims at helping users in their correspondence task. In POSTAGE, software agents 
manage administrative correspondence on behalf of and in cooperation with their 
users. Users and agents have interactions which respect administrative 
correspondence rules. A POSTAGE agent is responsible for sending the generated 
message to the addressee's POSTAGE agent. The paper presents the second version of 
POSTAGE which is implemented using the  Prolog+CG language. 

 

1   Introduction 
A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is composed of multiple heterogeneous intelligent software 
systems (called agents) which can compete, negotiate or cooperate [19]. In recent years the 
interest in MAS has grown tremendously and today agent technology is being used in a 
large range of industrial applications. 

Agent technology is widely used to help users to achieve various tasks in diverse 
domains such as network management [23], air-traffic control [6], telecommunications [4], 
and electronic commerce [5]. Agent applications have one thing in common: agents must 
be able to communicate in order to decide which actions to perform. In a multi-agent 
system, we distinguish two levels of communication: agent/user communication and 
agent/agent communication. In both kinds of communication, industry is trying to find a 
standard communication language. To assist developers in the use of agent technology, 
some multi-agent system tools have been developed [17, 21]. However, these tools are still 
suffering from the following drawbacks: a) there is no standard architecture for MASs; b) 
there is no standard design method for the design of a MAS; c) there is no standard 
communication protocol agents /users. 
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This paper deals with communication protocols between agents and between agents and 
users [3]. It presents a new communication model which is based on a deep analysis of 
speech act theory [22]  [28] and on two fundamental principles: a) communication is 
considered as a negotiation process [14, 18], b) communication results in an exchange of 
mental states [7, 24]. Thus, we consider agents' communication as exchanges of mental 
states (goals, beliefs, etc.) and exchanges of what we call communicational states (CS). 
Communication is considered as a negotiation game where agents negotiate about proposed 
CSs. An agent proposes a CS and other agents react to the proposal by accepting, rejecting 
the proposed CS or even asking for further information. Such an action establishes a 
relationship between the CS and the agent that is called an agent's positioning. 

Using this model of communication and the conceptual graph formalism for the 
representational level, we developed a new agent communication language, called CG-
KQML+ which is an extension of the KQML language [12]. CG-KQML+ overcomes some 
limitations of KQML: KQML performatives are limited to the assertive and directive 
categories, inappropriate choice of performatives, different interpretations of KQML 
performatives. The paper also shows the use of CG-KQML+ in a MAS called POSTAGE 
(POSTman AGEnt) [2]. The aim of this MAS is to help users to achieve correspondence 
tasks. In POSTAGE, software agents manage administrative correspondence on behalf of 
and in cooperation with their users. Users and agents interact respecting administrative 
correspondence rules. A POSTAGE agent is  responsible for sending the generated 
message to the addressee's POSTAGE agent.  

A first version of POSTAGE has been implemented using ECLIPSE [11] and Delphi [9].  
Since that time and by using the Conceptual Graph formalism more fully, we enhanced our 
standardization work as well as our formulation of POSTAGE. Now, a new version of 
POSTAGE has been implemented with Prolog+CG language [15]. Being a CG-based 
extension of Prolog, Prolog+CG provides the abstraction level needed to easily implement 
a CG-based application. Indeed, our new version of POSTAGE is more concise and 
readable. Moreover, the integration of Java and Prolog+CG [16] enabled us to develop the 
front/end interface using Java and the kernel of the system using Prolog+CG.  

Section 2 presents our agent communication model. Section 3 presents CG-KQML+. 
Section 4 presents the POSTAGE multi-agent system. Section 5 discusses some future 
works and concludes the paper. 

 

2   The communication model 
When interacting, agents can engage in two kinds of communication: agent/user 
communication and inter-agent communication (Figure 1). Agents communicate with users 
in order to characterize their needs and to provide them with answers or solutions. Agents 
communicate with each other in order to exchange various kinds of information. When 
communicating with other agents, an agent uses a specific Agent Communication Language 
(ACL). An agent's architecture contains a communication process which handles 
communication activities as well as other processes used to perform various tasks such as 
planning, decision making or negotiation. In this paper, we focus on the communication 
activity. 
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Fig.1. Agent Architecture 

Several researchers consider that agent communication should respect two fundamental 
principles: (1) Communication is considered as a negotiation process [14, 18]; (2) 
Communication results in an exchange of mental states [7, 24]. We adopt these principles 
in our approach and we consider agents' communication as exchanges of mental states 
(goals, beliefs, etc.) and exchanges of what we call communicational states1 (CS). 
Communication is considered as a negotiation game where agents negotiate about CSs.  

A CS is characterized by one of five types, each type corresponding to a performative 
type as defined by Va nderveken [28]2. According to speech act theory, a speech act can be 
expressed using a performative verb. These verbs are grouped into five categories: a 
directive verb (e.g. order) allows one to formulate queries, an assertive verb (e.g. tell) 
allows one to state facts, a commissive verb (e.g. promise) can be used to commit to 
perform an action, an expressive verb (e.g. hate) allows one to express a mental attitude, 
and a declarative verb (e.g. declare) can be used to make declarations.  

A  directive CS is performed by an agent i toward an agent j at time t concerning the 
propositional content Prop. It has the following form3 : 

 
[CS : Id]- 
 -hasType->[TYPE : directive], 

-hasSender->[AGENT : i], 
 -hasReceiver->[AGENT : j], 
 -timeOf->[TIME : t], 
 -hasContent->[PROPOSITION : Prop]. 
 

The other types of CSs are assertive, declarative, commitment and expressive. We 
consider four kinds of agent's positioning relative to CSs: the proposition propose , the 
acceptance accept and the refusal refuse of a CS, as well as the inquire positioning to 
ask questions. A positioning is represented using the following generic CG:  
 
[POSIT : Id]- 
  -hasType->[TYPE : posit], 

-hasSender->[AGENT : i], 
      -hasReceiver->[AGENT : j], 
      -TimeOf->[TIME : t], 
  -hasPower->[SOCIAL_POWER : power], 
      -hasCS->[CONTENT : CS_CG]. 

                                                                 
1 We choosed the term "Communicational State" analogously to the term "Mental State". 
2 Most of the terminology concerning the communication module and the ACL are borrowed from 

speech act theory [22] which is the field that analyses speech acts from philosophical and logical 
points of view. 

3 For the formalization of communicational states, we have been inspired by [10]. 
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This CG represents the positioning of agent i toward agent j at time t with respect to a 

certain CS. In addition, i positions itself relative to a certain social power which can have 
the values of peer (for a peer power between i and j), power (i has power over j), and not-
power (j has power over i). For example, let us take the following simple dialogue between 
agents A1 and A2 which are in a peer power position: 
 
(SA1) A1: Print the document number 5 
(SA2) A2: Ok ! 
 

The speech act SA1 is represented by a proposition of a directive CS: A1 is proposing to 
A2, at time t1 and in the peer social power relation, a directive where A1 is asking A2 at 
time t1 that agent A2 print the object document number 5. 

 
[POSIT : p1]- 

-hasType->[TYPE : propose], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : A1], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : A2], 
-timeOf->[Time : t1], 
-hasPower->[SOCIAL_POWER: peer], 
-hasCS->[CONTENT: [CS:cs1]- 

-hasType->[TYPE : directive], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : A1], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : A2], 
-timeOf->[Time : t1], 
-hasContent->[PROPOSITION: 

[AGENT:A2]<-agnt-[PRINT]-obj->[DOCUMENT:document5] ], ]. 
 

The speech act SA2 is represented by the acceptance of the first directive: At time t2, A2 
is accepting, in the peer social power relation, the directive made at time t1 by agent A1 
which was asking A2 to print the document  number 5.  

 
[POSIT : p2]- 

-hasType->[TYPE : accept], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : A2], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : A1], 
-timeOf->[Time : t2], 
-hasPower->[SOCIAL_POWER: peer], 
-hasCS->[CONTENT: 

[CS:cs1]- 
-hasType->[TYPE : directive], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : A1], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : A2], 
-timeOf->[Time : t1], 
-hasContent->[PROPOSITION: 

[AGENT:A2]<-agnt-[PRINT]-obj->[DOCUMENT:document5] ], ]. 
 

In our approach, each agent records the sequence of CSs and their associated 
positionings, exchanged during a communication, into a conceptual structure called the 
communicational trace. Using the communicational traces of both agents, the above 
dialogue can be represented by the following figure where CSs are represented in circles 
and positionings using arrows pointing towards the circles: 
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Fig. 2. Communicational traces of agents A1 and A2 

In this section we briefly presented our communication model which allows an agent to 
reason about its communication activities. Let us examine now the main characteristics of 
the proposed ACL. 

 

3   CG-KQLM+ : an extension of KQML 

A first attempt to provide a standardized Agent Communication Language (ACL) came 
forth from the ARPA knowledge sharing project and produced KQML [12]. In the context 
of that project, researchers developed two main components: (1) a representation language 
used to express message contents  (called Knowledge Interchange Format or KIF); and (2) a 
communication language KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language). KQML has 
been designed to facilitate high level cooperation and interoperation among agents. KQML 
offers an extensible set of so-called performatives which specify what kind of 
communication actions agents can perform. KQML performatives are either assertive (used 
to state a fact) or directives (used to give orders or send requests). A typical KQML 
message has the following syntax : 
 
(tell  

:sender   A 
:receiver B 
:content  "raining") 

 
The above KQML message means that agent A tells agent B that "raining" is true. There 

are other ACLs based on speech act theory such as FIPA [13], COOL [1] and AOP [25]. 
Our study of KQML has outlined the following limitations: 
 
1. KQML performatives are limited to the assertive and directive categories. There is no 

performative allowing agents to perform declarative, expressive, or commissive speech 
acts. However, without a commissive performative, it is difficult to imagine how 
agents could cooperate. Indeed, whenever an agent is busy and cannot immediately 
execute a requested action, it should send a commissive message, promising the 
requesting agent that the answer will be forthcoming. Hence, without the commissive 
performative, the requesting agent would have no way to know if it will get an answer 
for its request.  

 
2. Inappropriate choice of performatives. For example, when an agent cannot answer to a 

request, it uses the performative sorry. But, sorry is not a verb as should be a 
performative according to speech act theory. In addition, this performative displays a 
psychological attitude of regret. However, the agent may have no regret when 
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performing an act using this performative. More details about inappropriate choices of 
other KQML performatives can be found in [8]. 

 
3. Different interpretations of KQML performatives. Although KQML is supposed to be a 

standard language, several projects using KQML interpret differently certain 
performatives. For example, in order to announce its abilities, an InfoSleuth agent [20] 
uses the performative tell  while a Visitor-Hoster agent [27] uses the performative 
advertise. 

 
Because of these limitations, and basing our proposal on a rigorous study of speech act 

theory, we extended KQML by proposing new performatives and new slots in the structure 
of a message. The structure that we proposed for a message [3] can be described by the 
following CG: 
 
[KQML+_MESSAGE]- 
  -hasPrimPerf->[PERFORMATIVE], 
  -hasExprPerf->[PERFORMATIVE], 
  -hasExprSocP->[SOC: social_position], 
  -hasPresentation->[presesentation], 
  -hasSender->[AGENT : sender], 
  -hasReceiver->[AGENT : receiver], 
  -hasContent->[CONTENT : CG], 
  -replyWith->[NUMBER : number], 
  -inReplyTo->[NUMBER : number]. 
 

 The primitive-performative verb (introduced by the relation hasPrimPerf) can be of five 
types and corresponds to one of the five primitive verbs suggested by speech act theory. For 
example, to perform a directive, the verb direct is the primitive performative verb suggested 
by speech act theory. The selected verbs of the other performative types are listed in 
Table 1: 

 
Table 1. Primitive verbs for each performative type 

Performative Meaning 
direct for a directive 
assert  for an assertive 
declare for a declarative 
express for an expressive 
commit for a commissive 

 
 

The primitive-performative allows to overcome the multiple interpretations' problem and 
since we selected all the five types, we allow agents to exchange any kind of speech acts 
(we recall that in KQML, only directives and assertives are possible). In some cases, the 
primitive verb cannot be used. The verb announce for example, might be used to perform a 
declarative speech act instead of the verb declare. The expressed-performative 
(hasExprPerf) relation is added to the Message structure for that purpose. expressed-social-
position (hasExprSocP) allows an agent to convey social relationships. When the message 
includes some "presentation packaging" which strengthen the speech act, we use the 
presentation relation (hasPresentation). 
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KQML uses the KIF format to express the message's propositional content. The 
Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) is a language designed to enable agents exchange 
knowledge, but is not intended to provide an internal knowledge representation for  agents. 
Typically, when an agent reads a knowledge base in KIF, it converts the data into its own 
internal form. When the agent needs to communicate with another agent, it maps its internal 
data structures into KIF [26].  Since the core of the internal representation of our agents is 
based on the conceptual graph notation and in order to avoid any conversion, we prefer to 
use the CG notation as the propositional content of a CG-KQML+ message. For example, 
the speech act "I ask you to send me the parcel", is represented by the following CG: 
 
[KQML+_MESSAGE]- 
 -hasSender->[AGENT : *1 = I], 
 -hasReceiver->[AGENT : You], 
 -hasPrimPerf->[DIRECT], 
 -hasExprPerf->[ASK], 
 -hasContent->[CONTENT: [SEND]-agnt->[AGENT:You] 

-obj->[PARCEL]  
-ptnt->[AGENT:*1 = me] ]4, 

 -replyWith->[NUMBER : r1]. 
 

The following speech act "As a general manager, I deeply regret having to announce 
your dismissal from our company" performed by A1 is transmitted to A2 using the 
following CG-KQML+ message: 
 
[KQML+_MESSAGE]- 

-hasSender->[AGENT : A1], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : A2], 
-hasPrimPerf->[DECLARE], 
-hasExprPerf->[ANNOUNCE], 
-hasExprSocP->[SOC: general_manager], 
-hasPresentation->[REGRET]-manr->[DEEP],  
-hasContent->[CONTENT:[AGENT:A1]<-agnt-[DISMISS]-ptnt->[AGENT: A2]], 
-replyWith->[NUMBER : r1]. 
 

4   The communication model in POSTAGE  
The CG-formalism has been used for different types of applications such as  natural 
language processing applications. To our knowledge the use of the CG formalism in a MAS 
has not been tested yet. We focus on the communication side of this type of application. 
The CG-formalism provides, among other advantages, the standardization of the 
communication protocol (which is a needed feature) inside a MAS. 

We present here a second version of the POSTAGE application (the first version was not 
using the CG-formalism). POSTAGE is a multi-agent system which manages 
administrative correspondence on behalf of and in cooperation with users. In large and 
small organizations, such a correspondence exists in various forms: formal and informal 
letters, memos, notices, etc. The way those documents are written depends on the social 
relationships existing between the interlocutors. Messages may be very informal, very 
polite or quite informal. 

Therefore, developing a software agent to which the administrative correspondence task 
is delegated would greatly benefit to the user: (1) the user is not obliged to remember all the 

                                                                 
4 The multi-referent "*1" is used to specify that the two concepts [AGENT : *1 = I] and [AGENT:*1 

= me]  are in fact two occurrences of the same concept.  
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formulations used in his/her organization, (2) the user can respect the social hierarchy of 
his/her organization. 

Using POSTAGE, a user can formulate a message in an informal way, and the 
POSTAGE agent will transform this message in a way which agrees with (1) the social 
relationship existing between the user and his addressee; (2) the user communicative 
intention and (3) the formulation rules used in a particular organization. For example, the 
informal message "You are laid off" would be transformed into "As general manager, I 
deeply regret having to announce your dismissal from our company". For our present work, 
we choose the university organization as an example for the development of POSTAGE. A 
POSTAGE agent has a specific architecture which allows it to perform the correspondence 
task (Figure 3). This architecture is divided into two parts. The first part includes four 
knowledge models and the second one three execution modules. The user's model contains 
knowledge concerning the user such as his/her preferences and his/her social relationships 
with other users. The static knowledge contains plans and specific formulation schemas.  

 
 

Communication module 

Planner 

Learning module  

Static knowledge 
model 

User's model  

Mental  model Communicational 
trace  

Interface 

POSTAGE Agent 

POSTAGE Agent  

 
Fig. 3. Architecture of a POSTAGE agent. 

 
The other modules are the communicational trace and the mental model. The planning 

module allows the agent to create messages on the basis of the elements selected by the 
user. The task of the learning module is to learn new knowledge such as user's preferences 
or formulations used in a given organization. As outlined earlier, the communication 
module allows the agent to reason about the communication activity. At the beginning, the 
communication module receives the request from the planning module. During the rest of 
the communication, the communication module transforms negotiation positionings into 
corresponding CG-KQML+ messages and vice-versa by calling specific patterns from the 
different knowledge models (an example is given in next  section “communication 
manager”). The natural language text is generated using static formulation schemas. Also, 
during the communication, all the positionings are recorded in the communicational trace.   

Figure 4 gives a snapshot of the POSTAGE environment. A message is delivered from a 
user to another user using their respective POSTAGE agents. The user specifies his 
message by selecting the receiver and the subject of the message. The user clicks on the 
"Generate" button to ask the agent to generate a formulation which appears in the "Send" 
pane. Then, the user clicks on the "Send" button. When a user receives a message, in the 
"Reception" pane of his/her POSTAGE agent, s/he selects one of the possible positionings, 
"Accept" or "Refuse". During the correspondence, "help" messages are printed in the pane 
located in the middle of the window. 
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The planner 

To each performative type corresponds a plan with preconditions that mirro r the 
preparatory conditions5 specified in speech act theory. For instance, when performing a 
directive, the locutor should ensure that his interlocutor has the capability to perform the 
requested action. For POSTAGE, if a user selects the subject "Subject: Prepare the 
syllabus" and the receiver "Receiver: Student Hamza", the POSTAGE agent will not 
generate the corresponding message and will print to the user "Hamza is not responsible for 
preparing syllabuses, please choose another subject or another receiver".  

Thus, when the subject and the receiver are selected and sent to the planner, this latter 
identifies the performative act from the subject, looks for the plan associated to the 
identified performative act, checks the plan’s preconditions and then exe cutes the plan’s 
actions. This treatment is naturally implemented using Prolog+CG : 
 
ExecutePlan(_subject, _receiver) :-  

FindPerformative(_subject, _performative),  
[PLAN : _IdPlan]- 

-hasPerformative->[PERFORMATIVE = _performative], 
-hasDescr->[Description = _descrp], 
-hasCond->[Condition = _cond_list], 
-hasBody->[Body = _actions_list], 
-hasEffects->[Effects = _effects_list], 

VerifyPreconditions(_cond_list, _subject, _receiver), 
  ExecuteActions(_actions_list, _subject, _receiver). 
 
The Communication manager 

The communication manager is called by the planner and it represents the user's 
communicative intention  by creating the corresponding communicational state (CS) and 
the appropriate negotiation positioning.  

Let’s illustrates this treatment with the following exchange between a secretary (whose 
name is Nadia) and a professor (whose name is Adam). 
 
Message from the secretary to the professor 

Mr. Adam, please come and take the copies of your exam. 
Message from the professor to the secretary 

OK I am coming. 
 

Using the POSTAGE environment, the secretary chooses the following items: 
"Receiver: Professor Adam", "Subject: Availability of the exam copies". Then the secretary 
clicks on the "Generate" button. The selected information are then sent to the planner of her 
agent. 

The communication manager checks the power and social relation existing between the 
sender and the receiver and finds that they share a peer social power (from the user's 
model). To express the above communication act, the following conceptual structure is then 
created : 

 
[POSIT : p1]- 
-hasType->[TYPE : propose], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : nadia], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : adam], 

                                                                 
5

 Preparatory conditions determine which propositions a speaker would presuppose if he was 
performing a speech act [Vanderveken 90]. 
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-timeOf->[Time : t1], 
-hasPower->[SOCIAL_POWER : peer], 
-hasCS->[CONTENT: 

[CS:cs1]- 
-hasType->[TYPE : directive], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : nadia], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : adam], 
-timeOf->[Time : t1], 
-hasContent->[CONTENT:  
[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[COME]-purp->[ACTION: 

[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[TAKE]-obj->[OBJECT:"exam copies"]],],]. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Snapshop of the POSTAGE environment.  

The agent of Nadia adds this CS in its communicational trace, finds a corresponding text 
formulation7 which agrees: (1) with the social relationship and power between his user and 
the receiving user and (2) with the formulation rules used in an university. It then constructs 
the corresponding CG-KQML+ message which will be sent to the receiving agent:  
 
[KQML+_MESSAGE]- 

-hasSender->[AGENT : nadia], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : adam], 
-hasPrimPerf->[DIRECT], 
-hasExprPerf->[ASK], 
-hasPresentation->[pleasure], 
-hasContent->[CONTENT: 

[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[COME]-obj->[ACTION : 
[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[TAKE]-obj->[OBJECT:"examcopies"] ],], 

-replyWith->[NUMBER : r1]. 
 

When the receiving agent receives the message, he first prints the text on the screen to be 
read by his user. The user has the choice of accepting or refusing the directive by pressing 

                                                                 
 
7 Currently, the communication module generates the message by using static formulation schemas 

from the static knowledge model. However, since the propositional content of CG-KQML+ 
messages are represented using conceptual graphs and natural language processing is a central topic 
in the CG community, we plan to reconsider the natural language side of our work in the future. 
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the corresponding button. In the present example, the user clicks on the "Accept" button. 
Then the agent A2 constructs the corresponding positioning of acceptance: 
 
[POSIT : p2]- 
-hasType->[TYPE : accept], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : adam], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : nadia], 
-timeOf->[Time : t2], 
-hasPower->[SOCIAL_POWER : peer], 
-hasCS->[CONTENT : 

[CS:cs1]- 
-hasType->[TYPE : directive], 
-hasSender->[AGENT : nadia], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : adam], 
-timeOf->[Time : t1],  
-hasContent->[CONTENT: 

[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[COME]-obj->[ACTION: 
[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[TAKE]-obj->[OBJECT:"exam copies"]],],]. 

 
The agent A2 constructs both the corresponding text of acceptance and displays it for his 

user. When the user clicks on the "Send" button, the agent also constructs the CG-KQML+ 
message to be sent to agent A1:  
 
[KQML+_MESSAGE]- 

-hasSender->[AGENT : adam], 
-hasReceiver->[AGENT : nadia], 
-hasPrimPerf->[ACCEPT], 
-hasContent->[CONTENT: 

[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[COME]-obj->[ACTION : 
[AGENT:adam]<-agnt-[TAKE]-obj->[OBJECT:"examcopies"]], ], 

-inReplyTo->[NUMBER : r1]. 
 

Communicational Trace

CS1A 1 PROPOSE A2 ACCEPT
t1 t2

 
Fig. 5. Communicational trace of agent A1 

Finally, when the agent A1 receives this CG-KQML+ message, he finds the 
corresponding text to be read by the user and translates it to a corresponding  positioning. 
Figures 5 shows the communicational trace of agent A1. 

 

5   Future works and conclusion 

We showed some limitations of the KQML language regarding the expression of the 
various kinds of speech acts found in human conversations. Using more carefully speech 
act theory, we proposed an extension to KQML. CG-KQML+ is a new agent 
communication language that allows agents to express any kind of speech act and that takes 
into account social relationships. Furthermore and unlike KQML, the primitive CG-
KQML+ performative verbs eliminate the possibility of having different interpretations for 
each performative type.  
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We illustrated the use of CG-KQML+ in the context of the multi-agent system 
POSTAGE. CG-KQML+ as well as the new version of POSTAGE makes an extensive use 
of the conceptual graph formalism, to represent various kinds of conceptual structures used 
in our system. Since the language Prolog+CG is a CG-based logic programming language, 
we used it to implement the new version of POSTAGE. Due to the abstract level provided 
by Prolog+CG, the second version of POSTAGE is more concise, readable and took much 
lesser time and effort than the first version. Future works include the use of POSTAGE in 
other domains, a deep treatment of the natural language processing side of our system, a 
deep treatment of agent’ social and emotional features and finally, a development of a 
multi-agent system shell based on top of Prolog+CG. 
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